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Recommendations:
1.

Just as climate scientists use the best available evidence to make
assessments about climate change, the best available evidence of
how people process complex information (i.e. from the cognitive and
psychological sciences) should be used to inform communication of
the science.

2. There should be greater collaboration between the climate science
and social science communities to help understand the cognitive
challenges experienced by different audiences when interpreting
climate science visuals.
3. Developing such partnerships would also enable the application
of cognitive insights to improve the accessibility of visuals without
compromising their scientific accuracy.

Examples of cognitive insights:
Approaches to achieve accessibility and accuracy
Visuals of the science of climate change can be made more accessible
without losing scientific accuracy. Accurate understandings of complex
information can be supported by:
• guiding visual attention1
• activating relevant frames of knowledge2
• structuring information.3
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Use text appropriately to guide understanding
Different audiences have different information needs and different levels of
prior knowledge. These factors can influence which information is attended
to in a visual and how that information is interpreted. As a result, simplistic
interpretations or misinterpretations of data can occur.
However, text read prior to a visual can direct visual attention, influence how
the brain processes visual information4 and support appropriate inferencemaking.5 Text supporting a visual should therefore be in close proximity to
the visual, suitably salient and easily understood.
Intuitions of ‘effective’ figures may be wrong
Some experts and non-experts prefer figures that contain more detail and
information than needed, even if this makes comprehension more difficult.6
Intuitive design practices may be the opposite to best practices.
Evaluation of communication materials should use objective measures of
cognitive performance, rather than rely on intuitive judgements.
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